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ABSTRACT
Let A be a classical elliptic pseudodifferential operator of positive order on
a closed manifold. We investigate some properties of det A. The function
det is not multiplicative on the algebra of elliptic operators. We evaluate
the ratio det AB/ det A -det B if operators A and B are self-adjoint. If the
inverse operator A- 1 belongs to the trace class one can consider the Fredholm
determinant det(I + eA- 1). We derive the asymptotics of this Fredholm
determinant when e -+ oo and show that det A appears in this asymptotics
as the coefficient against 0. Finally, we evaluate the determinant of Sturm-
Liouville operator on a segment with Dirichlet's boundary conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Let A be a classical elliptic pseudo-differential operator of order n > 0 which
acts on sections of a vector bundle E over a compact manifold M of dimension
d. Suppose that there exists a ray of minimal growth for A i.e. for some a
and f eigenvalues of an(x, C) do not lie into the angle I arg s - a I< e, where
an is the principal symbol of A. Then the spectrum of A is discreet and one
can consider the (- function of A
(A (S)= A'(1)
where Aj are eigenvalues of A and every eigenvalue appears in (1.1) according
to its multiplicity. For definition of A ' we cut the complex s- plane along
the ray arg a = a (or along a close ray if arg A, = a for a finite number of Aj).
The series (1) is absolutely convergent if Res > d/n so the function (A(s) is
holomorphic in this half-plane. R.T.Seeley proved in [1] that CA(s) admits
analytical continuation to the meromorphic function on the complex plane
with poles into the points (d - k)/n, k = 1,2,.... Non-positive integers are
in fact regular points of (A(s). Particularly the point a = 0 is regular. The
residues of the C-function and its value in the point 0 one can evaluate if he
knows the complete symbol of the operator. If the operator is differential it
is possible to evaluate C-function in the negative integers [1-3].
The analogous results are valid for elliptic differential boundary value
problems [4] and for elliptic pseudodifferential boundary value problems which
satisfy the transmission property [5].
Ray and Singer defined the determinant of the operator A by the formula
log det A = -C(0). (1.2)
This definition agrees with the usual definition of the finite-dimensional de-
terminant.
Recently interest in determinants of elliptic operators has grown due to
the applications to string theory. In string theory there arises the problem
of the Feynmann integrals' evaluation
Jexp{-e(A4, 4)}Dq4D4 (1.3)
where A is the Laplacian acting on k-forms or A is the Dirac operator. This
integral equals det(eA) by definition.
In the case n > d the inverse operator A- belongs to the trace class
and there exists the Gaussian measure dp[0, A-'] with the average 0 and the
correlation operator A'. It is known [6] that
J e-('x)dp[0, A-'] = det(I + eA~1). (1.4)
In the right hand side of (1.4) the Fredholm determinant [7] stands. We shall
prove (under a little bit more restrictive assumptions on A) that
00 00
log det(I + cA~1) ~ peC~"" + q -ij log e, f - oo, (1.5)
k=-d j=0
and
po = -log det A (1.6)
This expansion justifies in some sense the definition of the integral (1.3): this
integral is inverse to (1.4) after canceling the "divergent terms". Heuristically
the integral (1.3) reduces to (1.4) by substitution 4 = A-1/'p.
The determinant of elliptic operator does not satisfy the usual multiplica-
tive property of finite-dimensional determinants [8]. There arises the problem
of evaluation of the ratio
det(AB)
det A - det B (17)
We shall show that (under some assumptions on A and B) this ratio is a local
invariant and it can be calculated if one knows d +1 terms in the asymptotic
expansions of symbols of A and B. To compute the ratio (1.7) we use the
technique of non-commutative residue [9].
The plan of our exposition is as follows. Chapter 2 contains some pre-
liminary facts about determinants and non-commutative residue. In the
chapter 3 we prove the asymptotics (1.5). Chapter 4 is about determinants
of the product. In the chapter 5 we calculate the determinant of the Sturm-
Liouville operator with the Dirichlet's conditions on the segment. This chap-
ter follows section 1 from our paper [11]. The same result was proved by
M.Wodzicki [10].
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
1. Non-commutative residue and holomorphic families of pseudo-
differential operators
Let A be a classical pseudo-differential operator of order n which acts on
sections of some vector bundle E over a closed manifold M, dim M = d. In
local coordinates the symbol of A admits the asymptotic expansion
a(x,() ~ a,(x, ) + a,_1(x,() + --- (2.1)
where the matrices a1 ,(x,() are homogeneous of degree v with respect to (.
This means that
a,,(x, 7-) = rVa,(x, t), r > 0.
The first result we shall use is
Thoerem 2.1 ([9], see also [12]). Let d > 2 and d't be the standard
measure on the unit sphere. Then the integral
res(A, x) = (27r)~ J ad(x, )d'(dx (2.2)
gives a well defined measure on M.
Let us consider now a holomorphic family 4(s) of classical pseudo-
differential operators such that
ord@(s) = as + $, a $ 0.
The term "holomorphic" means that the family of bounded operators
is holomorphic for some elliptic invertible operator A of order 1. Clearly, this
definition does not depend on the choice of A.
Let 4.(x, x) be the restriction of the Schwartz kernel of the operator 4(s)
to the diagonal. This function is defined when
Re(as + P) < -d. (2.3)
In fact, in this case the operators D(s) are of the trace class. Moreover,
the function t,(x, x) is holomorphic in the half-plane (1.3). M. Wodzicki
generalized the classical Seeley's theorem;
Theorem 2.2 [9]. The function t,(x, x) admits analytical continuation
to a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane with simple poles into
the points
sj = (j - d - )/a, j=0,1,.... (2.4)
Moreover,
1
Res,=,, 4,(x, x)dz = -- res( (s), x). (2.5)
In the case t(s) = A* the theorem 2.2 gives us a part of Seeley's results
about the (-function of an elliptic operator. Theorem 2.2 does not give a
recipe for calculation of to(x, x)dx (and (-k(Xx)dx, k = 1,2,..., in the
case of differential operator A). It implies that the poles in these points
drop. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain the values of Go(x, x)dx (and
-k(X, x)dx) in terms of the non-commutative residue [9].
We shall apply theorem 2.2 to the cases
t(s) = PA~
and
D(s) = P Bh,/ordB
s
where P, A, B are pseudo-differential operators, A and B are elliptic. Of
course, all the assertions about these operators can be derived from the
properties of the complex powers of the elliptic operators, but the theorem
2.2 gives a convenient technique to treat such operators.
2. The (-function and the determinant of an elliptic operator
In this section we shall recall the formal construction of an elliptic oper-
ator's complex powers. Let A be an elliptic pseudo-differential operator of
order n. which satisfies the condition (1.1). We assume that the symbol of A
admits an asymptotic expansion (2.1). Then one can construct the symbol
r(A, x,() ~ r... (A, x, ) + r...--1(A, x, C) + . -- (2.6)
of the resolvent (AI - A)- 1 in a conic neighborhood of the half-line re =
{teiO : t > 0} by the following recurrent formulas (e.g. see [3])
r.,= (A an)-1 ,
a -1 E
=(A - a)~ 1  -r--vDa-_, j = 1,2, ... (2.7)
v=0 k+|a|=j-v "
The operator A-' is a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol
a' ~ a(_) (x, )+ a(-)-1 (x,() +- (2.8)
and
a(a)_(x,))= f ~'r_,_.(z, , A)dA (2.9)
The function A-' is defined on the complex plane without the half-line re,
and we integrate from oo -eje to 0 along the left hand side of Fe, then around
the point 0 and, finally, from 0 to oo - e* along the right hand side of re.
The complex powers A-' and the C-function
CA,(s) = TrA~'
depend on the choice of Fe. The dependence of CA(s) on the choice of Fe was
treated in [8]. However, the difference
C,91 (0) - CA,92 (0)
is a local invariant. Note that neither (A,,, (0) nor C,02(0) is a local invariant.
Chapter 3
Asymptotic expansion of the
Fredholm determinant
In this chapter we shall assume that A is an invertible elliptic pseudo-
differential operator on a closed manifold M, n = ordA > dim M = d and
I arg(A4, 4) 1:5 a, 0 < a < r/2. To define complex powers of A we shall
cut the complex plane over the negative half-axis. The inverse operator A-'
belongs to the trace class, so the determinants
oo
D(e) =det(I+EA1) = ]J(1+eAi) (A, = p,1) (3.1)
j=1
are defined. The infinite product on the right hand side of (3.1) converges.
It is more convenient to consider the function
d(e) = log D(e) = Elog(1 + cAi) (3.2)
j=1
We are going to investigate the asymptotic expansion of d(e) when
f -+ 0o. In particular the determinant of the elliptic operator A will appear
in this expansion.
The fact that det(I + eA-') admits an asymptotic expansion for big e is
not surprising. Let us differentiate formally the equality (3.2) with respect
to E:
)= Aj(1 + eAj)-1 = Tr(A + c)~l
j=1
The trace of the resolvent Tr(A + e)- 1 admits an asymptotic expansion when
f - oo [13]. So one can justify the possibility of the last expansion's in-
tegration and obtain the asymptotics of d(e). The only thing we can not
get in this way is the constant of integration, i.e. the coefficient of e0 . We
shall see later that this term is of the most interest. So we shall derive the
asymptotics of d(e) directly.
In this chapter we shall prove
Theorem 3.1. The function d(e) admits an asymptotic expansion
d(e) ~E Pie-k/" + E qC' log e (3.3)
k=-d j=o
with
po =-log det A. (3.4)
1. Connection between d(e) and C(s). In this section we shall prove
Proposition 3.2. Let d/n < a < 1. Then
d(e) = - e'b(s)((s)ds (3.5)2xi .=a(35
where
b(s) = 1 dt (3.6)
Proof. It is convenient to introduce a new variable w = log e. Let
d*(w) = d(ew). Then formula (3.5) can be rewritten in the form
d*(w) = yf.,_ e'ab(s)C(s)ds (3.5')
Integrating by parts and then introducting the variable t = e' we derive
b(s) = t-- 1 log(1 + t)dt = e--'log(1 + e')do.
Note that the last formula gives the Fourier transform log(1 + ew) -+ b(is).
So by the inverse Fourier formula
log(1 + e") = - J b(s)ew"ds
27ri Res=a
After substitution of eA for ew we derive
log(1 + eA) = - - eb(s)A8ds. (3.7)
27ri aes=a
Now to obtain (3.5) we have to sum identities (3.7) for A = Aj. Note that
the summation and integration operations in the right hand side commute
and C(s) is the sum of A.
2. Analiytical properties of b(s). We shall obtain the asymptotic
expansion for d*(w) (or d(e)) by shifting the contour in (3.5') to the left. So
we must have the analytic continuation of b(s) into the left half-plane and
we must estimate I b(s) I and I C(s) I for large I Ims 1. In this section we shall
prove
Proposition 3.3. The function b(s) admits analytic continuation to a
meromorphic function in the half-plane Res < 1. It has a pole of order 2 at
the point s = 0 and simple poles at the points -1,-2,...;
Res,ob(s) = 0, Res.=osb(s) = 1. The function b(s) satisfies the following
estimate:
b(o + ir) 1 C(a) I r I'-1 exp(- | Ir 1), a < 1, I r | >1. (3.8)
Proof. Let
Jn = 10t~'(1 + t)~"dt, n > 1.
Integrating by parts we obtain
n 00 ti-' n n
Jn=-- + dt = - Jn + -Jn+1-
-10 (1+t)+ 3- s- -i
So
s+n-1 n
s-1 = s-1
and
n
l s+n-Jn+1-
Thus
J1 ! f t-8 (1 + t)-(k+l)dt. (3.9)
s(s + 1) ... (s + k-1) o
The integral in the right hand side of (3.9) is absolutely convergent in the
strip -k < Res < 1. So the assertion about analytic continuation of b(s) is
proved.
Applying (3.9) with k = 1 we get
Res,=osb(s) = 11;
Res=odb(s) = dfoo t-'dt log tdtds J (1 + t)2  o (1 + t)2
Changing the argument t -+ 1/u in the last integral one can see that
j logt t=- 00 logu
(1+t)2  Jo (1+u) 2 >
so
Res,=ob(s) = 0.
To prove (3.8) we shall use the representation (3.9). The number k in
(3.9) will be large for large I r I (really k -| r |2). Suppose that -o < uo <
o < 01 < 1 with some 0o and a1. All constants in the following estimates
will depend on ao and a, only. We shall not number these constants. They
will be designated by the same letter C.
To begin with, let us estimate the integral in (3.9). This integral-splits
into
J1 + J2 = t-'(1 + t)-(k+1)dt + t~'(1 + t)-(k+1)dt.0~ 1 /k
The estimation of J1 is very easy:
I J1 1 Cj t'dt < Ck"-.
To estimate J2 let us suppose that 0 < a < 1 (note that we shift a from the
strip ao < or < a,!). The function t-" decreases, so
| J2 1:5 k' (1 + t)~(k+l)dt < k"~1.
If a < 0 we shall integrate by
part of the number x).
parts n = 1[o]| times ([x] denotes the entire
| J2| I' t(1+ t)-(k+1)dt
1 /k
= ak"1(1 + )~- t-" + t -(k+1)dt=---
k ff-I ( + 1 )-
= k" 1 (1+ -)~k
k
+ (-1)"~1
V ( + 1 )-(k-1) + ---k - 1k
o~o 1) - -(o +n -1)k'(k + 1) ... (k n- + 1) 0k t~f"(1 + t)-k+n-Idt.
k(k - 1) -.-. (k - n + 1) 1i
Every term except the last is obviously estimated by CkO- 1 . The integral in
the last term is of the form we have just investigated (k -> k - n; o -+ {o-}),
so it is estimated by k1- 1 ({a} = a - [o]). The product which stands before
the integral is of order k-" = k-[a. Thus the last term is also estimated by
ko- 1 . Finally,
|J21 5 Ck"-1
I 10 t-'(1 + t)-(k )dt 1 Ck"~1. (3.10)
Now we intend to estimate the product which stands before the integral
in the right hand side of (3.9). Denote
r(k) = log I k!
s2 (s+1) ... (s+k-1)
I = |[0o]| + 1.
1-1 k-i
= logk!-2logls|-Elog|s+j|-Elogls+jI
j=1 j=L
< log k! - (l+ 1)log Ir -
= log k! - (l + 1)log Jr|
1 k-1
E log((O + j) 2 +r2)j=1
and
We have
r(k)
and 00
k-i 1 k-1 2
- log(a + j) - - E log(1 + T 2 )
_=, 2 =_ (o + j)2
k-1-1 k-
= log l! + E log( . j )
3=o
- (l + 1) log Ir1.
1 k-1
2 E log(12 =1,
2
( + j)2
(3.11)
The first term in the right hand side of (3.11) is constant. The second term
is bounded by C + (1 - a) log k. Indeed,
k-1-1 
-j
log(-.)
3k-j+ -
k-l- i
E log(1 +
k-i-i
= E log(1
=O
+ )I + + aJk-i log(1
1I
+ )dz
x
=C+xlog(1+ ~
x
+k- dx
+ (1-)] x+1-a
< C+(1-a)logk.
To estimate the third term in the right hand side of (3.11) we note that the
function
log(1 + )(i + j)2
is decreasing with respect to j. Thus
S 2 ) k
( F + j)2 -- 2 log(1 + )dz(a + X)2
- A(l+ a)log(1+2
( 2
(or + 1)2)
+ r arctank + r arctan I + ar
Tr
1k-1
2 Elog(12 =_,
1k+o
= (k + o)log(1 or )
log(1 + -)dx
x
1-0)
k- j+ a- 1
< log(1 + T+-) +
- C+ 1(k + o)log(1 + ( 2 -(l + a)log |rj
+ 1rl arctan k+
Finally,
r(k) C + (1 - a) log k - 1 (k + a)log(1 + ),
2 (a + k)2
+ (l+ o)logrj - Inarctan k - (1+ 1)log Irl
InI
= C + (1 - a)log k + (a - 1)log Ir
- (k + a)log(l +( k)2) - Ir arctan k + . (3.12)
Now we take k ~ r 2. Then the second term in the right hand side of
(3.12) equals to 2(1 - o) log r up to an additive constant. The fourth term
is bounded. The fifth term equals
Irl arctan(IrI + 0(1)) = |Il + 0(1).
So
r(k) J -Irl + (1 - a) logr I + c; k ~ 2 . (3.13)
Therefore after substitution [jrj2] instead of k into (3.10) we obtain
jb(s)| 5 Clr|2(,-l exp(-r |r| + (1 - a) log Jrj) = Cjr|'-1 exp(-r|).
3. Estimation of |((a + ir)I for large Irl.
Proposition 3.4. If operator A satisfies the assumptions of this chapter
then
IC(o + ir)I 5 Crl,-I1/2exp( |rI), C = C(a), Ir| > 1.
Proof. We shall use the representation
((s) = t-1(t)dt (S) (3.14)r(s) t Otd = (s)
with
00
0(t) = Tre -,A e~'.
It is well known (e.g. see [2]) that
0(t) ~ e~', t -oo
and (Minakshisundaram-Plejel expansion)
0 oo
0(t) ~ E ajti/n + Z(ajt" + b tjl" log t).
j=-d j=1
Moreover one can differentiate both expansions (3.16) and (3.17).
integral in the right hand side of (3.14):
1 0
J(s) = J1(s) + J2 (s) = t*~10(t)dt + t*-10(t)dt.
To estimate J2 we use integration by parts
1 1 00
= | - - (1 - -
1t*0'(t)dt |< -- [0(1)I|s + C t'e-atdt]
< C ; C = C(a).In'i
To estimate J1 we take 1 = 1 + I[o]|. Then
0(t) = E (at "'/ + bitj/" log t) + r(t)
j=-d
(bj = 0 if j 0) with
|r(t)| < Ct(l+)/n|logt| and Ir'(t)| Ctl/nIlog t|; 0 < t < 1.
=a, f ti/n+s-ldt +
j=-d
b,j=1
a b)
_s + 3/n -1(s + j/n)2
t j/n+s-1 log tdt + j -t r(t)dt
+ - tr'(t)dt
S S o
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
Split the
IJ2(S) I
J1(s)
and -
|Ji(s)| 5 C/|S| 5 C/1r l.
Finally,
IJ(s)| 5 C/Ir1; C = C(a). (3.18)
To estimate 1/P(s) we use the Stirling's asymptotics
log l(z) = (z - 1/2) log z - z + (1/2) log(2r) + o(1); IzI -- oo, I arg zI <7r
(e.g., see [14]). We can write
log L(o + ir) = [(a - 1/2) + ir][(1/2)log(a 2 + 72) + i arg(o + ir)]
- a- ir + (1/2) log(27r) + o(1)
and
|r(a+ir)| ~, v -e~"exp((1/2)(o,-1/2) log(a2+,r2) -r arg(a+ir)); Jr I oo.
Note that
arg(o + ir) = -sgnr - -+ (1/Ir I)2r
and
log(a 2 + T 2 ) = 2log |TI + 0(1/1r12).
Therefore
|1(o + ir)I V 17l,-1/ 2e-wM/2; |7| -+ oo. (3.19)
Now the assertion of the proposition 3.4 follows from (3.14), (3.18) and (3.19).
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 show us that the
function which is integrated in (3.5') is bounded by Cr1-3/2. So one san shift
the path of integration to the left in the complex plane as far as he wants.
The poles of the function b(s)((s) give us terms in the asymptotics of d*(w).
Denote
$l = Resb(s) 1,=-, j = 0, 1,...; to = Ressb(s) .=o;
#l = (b(s) - #%/(s + j)) |,=_g; j = 1, 2,...;
ak = ResC(s) I,=-k/, k = -d, -d + 1,...;
7t = (((s) - aC3/(s + j)) |,=-j, j = 1,2 ..... (3.20)
Note that ao = 0 and if A is differential operator or it is a fractional power
of a differential operator then
anj = 0, / =(
By Proposition 3.3
,8o = 0 and /0 = 1.
The points a = -k/n, k # jn (j = 0, 1,...) are simple poles of the function
F(s) = e'b(s)((s)
and
Res,=_inkF(s) = aAe-kw/"b(-k/n).
The points s = jn are poles of the second order of F(s). It is easy to evaluate
residues in these points:
Res,.oF(s) = 8o((0)w + 8o((w) + flo('(0) = ('(0) + ((0),
Res,_. F(s) = anj31 we-jw + (anjA + 7y,/3)e- .
Thus we have obtained
00 00
d*(w) E pe~Cw/n + E gjwe-,w -+ o (3.21)
k=-d j=O
with
Pk =akb(-k/n), k 3 n (j =0, 1...).
po = ('(0);
Pin = ainj#l + 7jf#5, j = 1, 2, . .. ;
qo = C(0); qj = ainj1 #. (3.22)
After substitution e-' = e into (3.21) one obtains (3.3). In particular (3.4)
is fulfilled.
Chapter 4
Determinant of the product
1. Variations of log det. In this section we shall recall well known vari-
ational properties of the log det(e.g., see [15]). Let A(e) be a differentiable
family of elliptic pseudodifferential operators, and suppose there exists a
common ray of minimal growth for all these operators. Complex powers are
defined with respect to this ray.
Proposition 4.1. [15]
d d
d log det A(e) = (1 + s d)Tr(A'(e)A(Y)~' 1 ) I,= (4.1)
where A'(e) is the derivative of A(e) with respect to e.
Note that the right hand side of (4.1) has sense. Indeed,
A'(,e)A(iE)-'-1
is a holomorphic operator-function;
ordA'(f)A(e)-'~1 = ordA'(e) - ordA(e) - sordA(e)
so one can apply theorem 2.2. The point s = 0 is either a regular point of
the meromorphic function
(4.2)
or a simple pole. The right hand side of (4.1) equals the value of (4.2) in the
point s = 0 (the first case) or the finite part of (4.2) in this point (the second
case).
Formula (4.1) plays the crucial role in almost all papers where determi-
nants of elliptic operators are evaluated.
2. Determinant of the product S(I + T), T E E1.
Proposition 4.2. Let A be an elliptic pseudo-differential operator with a
ray of minimal growth and T be a pseudo-differential operator from the trace
class E1 (ordT < -d). Then
log det S(I + T) = log det S + log det(I + T). (4.3)
Proof. Let us consider the family
A(e) = S(I + eT).
The function
Tr(A'(e)A(e)-'-1) = ST(S(I + cT))-'- 1
is holomorphic in the half-plane
ordT + d
ordS
Thus the point a = 0 is regular, and by (4.1)
dd log det A(e) = TrST(I+ eT)~1- 1
= TrT(I+ eT)-l.
On the other hand if {y} is the set of eigenvalues of T then
dd
dlog det(I+ eT) =
' = TrT(I + eT)-.
1+ ep;j
So
log det A(e) - log det(I + eT) = const.
This constant equals log det S (put f = 0).
0
The formula (4.3) can be proved for abstract operators in Hilbert space
under some conditions. The following theorem and corollary are taken from
our paper [11]. Assume that A is a positive operator in Hilbert space H and
A~" E E1 for some positive o. One can define the function CA(z) = TrA~z
which is regular in the half-plane Rez > a. In some cases (e.g. if A is a
pseudodifferential operator) this function has a meromorphic continuation.
It may happen that 0 is a regular point of this C-function. In this case we
say that A has a determinant and det A = exp(-(A'(0)).
Theorem 4.3. Let S > co > 0 be a positive operator in a separable
Hilbert space ', let S- E E1 for some o, 0 < a < 1 and let det S be defined.
Let T be a bounded operator. Then there exists a constant C which depends
upon co and || T || only, such that det A(e) = det(S + eT) is defined when
|e| < C and is equal to det S det(I + ES 1T).
Proof. One has the following integral representation in the strip 0 <
Res < 1, see [16]:
A~*(e) =sin z 00 t~z(tI + A(e))~'dt
S-"+sinz 0 (t-" ( l)kek[(tI+S)-T]k(tI + S)'dt.
+ o k=1
If e < co/ || T || we can change the order of summation and integration:
A-*(e) - S~ = sin irz -(l)kk j u[(tI + S)~lT]k(tI + S)- 1dt. (4.4)
irk=l 1
Let us show that all terms on the right-hand side of (4.4)
and estimate their E-norms which will be denoted by
| [ (tI + S)-Tk(tI + S)1 1i
S ||S-| Ii-||[(tI + S)-1 T]k(tI + S)-lS"||
< |IS-"||1 -||TI|k, + cok {o c (t o-)
Ic9/(t + CO)
Therefore,
| fo*
are nuclear operators
|| -|I1. One has
if t > co(1 - oae
otherwise.
t-z[(tI + S)-T]k(tI + S)-1dt||
|IS-"I||1|TI|k{(1 - )o-- 1 (1 - Rez)~lc0k+a+1-Rez
0"(1 - u)l-"(Rez + k - o)-lc k++Rez }
Thus the series (4.4) is E-convergent when c < co/I|TI| and it defines a Er
valued regular function on the strip u - 1 < Rez < 1. Hence (A(,)(z) has
a meromorphic extension to the half-plane Rez > a - 1 and 0 is a regular
point of this function;
(Ai(e)(0) - (',(0) = $(-1)kek Tr[(tI + S)-1 T]k(tI + S)~'dt.
k=1
Note that
[(tI+ S)~T]k = - Z[(tI+ S)-1 T]'(tI + S)- 1(tI + S)- 1 [(tI+ S)-TIk-i.
Hence
jk~tj S)-I 1 d -Tr[(tI + S) 1T](tI+ S 1 = Tr[(t+ S)T
and
(e)(0) - Cs(0) = $(-1)k+l f j odTr[(tI + S)-T]kdt
k=1
=E(-1)kkk-'Tr(S-'T)k = -Tr log(I + ES-1T).
k=1
0
Corollary. Let S be the same operator as in Theorem 4.3 and let T be a
non-negative bounded operator. Then det(S + T) is defined and
det(S + T) = det S det(I + S-1 T).
Proof. Note that S + eT > co for every e > 0. So we can apply
Theorem 4.3 N times if N is sufficiently large and obtain
N-I
det(S + T) = det S ]~J det(I + N-1(S + jN~1T)-'T).
j=0
The product 1 in the last formula equals to det(I + S-1 T), as follows from
the identity
det(I + eiS-'T) det(I+ e2 (S+ e1T)-1 T) = det(I+ (EI + E2)S~1T). (4.5)
In order to prove this identity we introduce R = S-1 T and obtain
(I + e1S-'T)(I+f 2(S+e1T)-1T)
= I + e1R + e2 (I + E1R) 1R + Eie2R(I + e1R)-'R
= I+ e1R +f 2 (I+ E1R)-'R
+ E2(I + 61R)(I + E1R) -RE 2 (I+ E1R)-1 R
= I+ (61 + f2)R.
Now (4.5) follows from the well-known formula
det(I + A1 ) det(I + A2 ) = det(I + A1)(I + A2 )
with A1, A2 E E1 (e.g., see [7]).
0
3. Non-multiplicativity of the determinant. Now we intend to
demonstrate that the function det is not multiplicative. Let A and B be
elliptic operators. Let us consider variations
SA = AS4, 8B = -b4B
with a function 64. The difference
A(1 + 64)(1 - 64)B - AB
is of order 2 with respect to 64, so
b(AB) = 0
and applying (4.1) we get
6[log det(AB) - log det A - log det B]
- -Tr[Ab4A~' 1I 8=0 +Tr[64B - B~81 ] 1=0
= Tr[64(B-' - A~*)] |.=o
SJ[trKB(x,x) -trKA(x,x)]b4(x)dx (4.6)
where KA(x, x) and KB(x, x) are non-commutative residues of the holomor-
phic families A- and B-' in the point a = 0. The values of trKA(x, x) and
trKB(x, x) are not equal for every A and B so the integral in the right-hand
side of (4.6) does not vanish for every A, B and 6.
4. Symmetry property of det AB. In this section we shall prove
Proposition 4.4. Let elliptic operators AB and BA have the same ray
of minimal growth. Then
det AB = det BA.
Proof. Suppose that the common ray of minimal growth for AB and
BA is the negative half-axis. Let k be an integer, such that
k(ordA + ordB) > d.
Then one has the representation [16]
Tr(AB)- = Tr((AB)k)-*k -
sin rs 00 t~*/kTr((AB)k + t)-dt
in the strip
d
ordA + ordB
For small values of t
Tr((AB)k + t)-1 =E(-1)jtTr(AB)-k(j+1)
j=0
00
= E(-1)tTr(BA)-k(+l)
j=O
= Tr((BA)k + t)-1.
Both sides of the last equality are analytic with respect to t; hence it holds
for all t > 0. Therefore
(AB(s) = CBA(s).
Particularly,
det AB = det BA.
5. Determinant of the product of elliptic operators. From this
point we restrict ourselves to the case of positive operators A and B. Let
v[A, B] = log det AB - log det A - log det B.
Note that the operator
AB = A1/2(A1/2BA1/2)A-1/2
is conjugated to a positive operator A 1/2 BA1/ 2. Hence every ray except the
positive half-axis is a ray of minimal growth for AB. We denote by a1 (x, )
(resp., b,(x, ()) the term in the asymptotic expansion of the complete symbol
of A (resp., B) which is positively homogeneous of degree j with respect to
Theorem 4.5. Let A and B be positive elliptic pseudo-differential op-
erators of positive orders n and m respectively. Then v[A, B] depends on
an,... , an.d; bi, ... , bm._ only. The value of v[A, B] is the integral of a local
expression involving an,... , an-d; bi, ... ,bm_:
v[A, B] = IM w P[an,..., a..; bm... , bm.-d](X, )dxd' (4.7)
where P is a polynomial in its arguments and their derivatives.
First we shall prove
Lemma 4.6 Let C and F be elliptic pseudo-differential operators of orders
1 > 0 and b > 0 respectively and P be a pseudo- differential operator of order
k. Let C and F have a common ray of minimal growth. Then the function
g(s) = g(P; C; F; a) = TrP(C-""' - F-'/8 ) (4.8)
which is holomorphic in the half-plane Res > d+ k admits analytic continua-
tion to a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane; the point a = 0
is a regular point of this function, and
g(0) = IM jw=iQ[pk ... , Pd; c-y,...,c,_a-k; fs,. ., fsd-k]dxd' (4.9)
where Q is a polynomial in its arguments and their derivatives; p, c and f
are the symbols of P, C and F respectively.
Proof. To calculate g(s) we shall consider the operator-valued function
(b~) PC-'1-Y - F-81Q(s) = G
s
Obviously
g(s) = Res,=oTr(s).
The function 4(s) is holomorphic, so by (2.5)
g(s) = -(27r)-" j troa-n[4(0)](x, ()dxd' (4.10)
To calculate _...[(D (0)](x,() we must calculate the symbol
l(X,) ~ lo(x, ) + L1(x,) + -- -
of the operator
L =C-'/- - F-'
8
S
and then apply the composition formula (e.g. see [3]).
1. Calculation of lo. The principal symbols c(_l(x,() and fl','(x, ) of
operators C-'/ and F-' 6 equal to c '/y and fT~'/6 respectively. Therefore
c_'/ - f~'_ 1 1
lo(x, ) = - ,=0 = log f - -log c,. (4.11)
2. Calculation of L1 , j = 1, 2,.... First one has to determine the terms
(-') and fk~') in the asymptotic expansions of the symbols of C-'/" and
F-' 6 respectively. Let us consider C-'/-. The recipe is to build the symbol
r(A; x, C) ~- r_,, + r-.,-1 + ---
of the resolvent (AI - C)- 1 , and then
c-,'_ -r__(A; x,()dA. (4.12)
The terms r.y,_ are determined by the following recurrent formulas (e.g. see
[3])
1- 
-Y,~ A( 
-1
r= (A c,(,)-
r_,_-j = E ae*rDc ( X -cY)-1.
V=o k+\a|=j -v
This formulas imply that r.,-j is the sum of terms which are of the form
(A - c,)~-G 1 (x,C) ... (A - cy)~1G,,(x, C)(A - cy)~1 (4.13)
with some matrices GA. The entities of these matrices are local expressions
from r_.,. .. , c_.,_. If j > 1 then 1 < p 5 2j. Every entity of the matrix
(4.13) is of the form
G(x,( )(A - Ai) - -. (A - Ak)-Pk (4.14)
with I'pi 2; Al = A(x, ) are eigenvalues of c,. The integral
1
-- G(z,) jA-'/(A - A) -P1... (A - Ak)-PkdA=2xi
1
-- G(z,() (A - A)- - . . (A - A)~PkdA +2iri J
1G(, [A-'/- - 1](A - A,)- - (A - A,)-P dA =
2ri
1A-'/oy 
- 1(A 
-1Pkd
-- G(x,()s (A - A,)- ... (A - Ak)
is an entire function with respect to s which vanishes in the point s = 0.
Thus s-ic(_~,i is an entire function with respect to s. One can calculate
s ,-c_,. as a local expression from cyj, I = 0,... j. The term (4.14) in the
matryx (4.13) generates the term
1
- . G(x,) log A(A - kA)-P ... (A - Ak)PkdA
2iT7r i-/
in s-c(_, 18=0. The same procedure is applicable to the operator F.
3
Remark. The calculation of s-ic _~,) |.,=0 is much more simple in the
scalar case. For example in this case
2 - c, 0 Cy ...1
s c_,_; 1,=0= c +_, Y_
and
LI(-,() = c1cy,...1 - f;lf.1 - i{c2 2 a~j Ox,
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let B(r) = (1 - r)Am/n + rB. Then
v[A, B(O)] = log det A'n/n+1 - log det A'/n - log det A = 0
since -
log det A* = a log det A.
Then by (7)
d
Tv[A, B(r)] =
(1 + s )Tr[(A$(r-)(AB(r))~--1 - b(r)B(r)--'] I,=o=
dd
(1+ s d)[Tr(A(r)(AB(r))-'B(r)-1A-1 - Trb(r)B(r)-'--] 1.=o=
dsd
(1 + s -)TrB- 1 (r)b(r)[(AB(r))~' - B(r)~1 I,=o=
TrB-1 (r)b(r)[(AB(r))-'/(m+n) - B(r)~'/m] 1,=o(4.15)
since
d d(1+ s )E(s) I=o= (1+ s)ds s-)E(as) Ia=o
for every function E which is regular or has a simple pole in the point s = 0.
By Lemma 3 the function on the right hand side of (4.16) is regular in the
point a = 0. Here P = B- 1(r)B(r), C = AB(r) and F = B(r). Lemma 4.6
tells us that the right hand side of (4.16) is the integral of a local expression
P,[aj, b,]. One can easily verify that only the terms an, ... , an-; b.,... , bm._
appear in this expression. Thus
v[A, B] =j dr Pr[an,.. .,and; bm,.. .,bm-d](X,dxdt'.
0
Chapter 5
The determinant of a
Sturm-Liouville operator with
Dirichlet conditions
In this chapter we consider the Sturm-Liouville operator
d2
on the segment [0, a] with the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Theorem 5.1 Let F(x) E C2 [0, a] and A(x) be the solution of the equa-
tion
A"(x) = F(x)A(x)
with the initial conditions
A(0) = 0, A'(O) = 2.
Then
det S = A(a).
We shall investigate properties of functional determinants by finite-
dimensional approximations. The key lemma is
Lemma 5.2. Let F(x) E CP[0,a], p > 0, and let Ao be the operator
-d 2/dX 2 with Dirichlet conditions. Consider (N - 1) x (N - 1) matrices
2 -1 0 ... 0
_N2 -1 2 -1 ... 0
SN2 ... ... ... ... ...0 0 7.-1 2
and
fN = NIfN;i.,
where
aF(j/N)+r if i = j
F(j/N)+ r() if i = j+ 1
fN;ij F((j - 1)/N) + r i iN=j-1
0 otherwise
a+ 2# =1 and
lim max I |rWj = 0.
N-+oo ij t
Then
det(I + A- 1F) = lim det(I + 6- fN).
N-*oo
Proof. Consider the orthonormal basis
Ek(x) = 2/a sin(irkx/a)
of the eigenfunctions of the operator AO: oEk = AkEk with Ak = rk 2/a 2 k =
1,2,.. Denote by H' the scale of Sobolev spaces which are generated by
A-" 12-: IEk(X)II = A'/ 2. The operator 6N is defined on CN-1; its eigenvalues
\(N) = 4N2 sin 2 rk k=1...,N-1
the corresponding eigenvectors
(NV) - (NV) (N) . (N)1
ek =(ek,) kN1 )with ek) = V 2 /a sin(ks/N), k, s = 1,..., N - 1.
We normalize e N) by the condition
1e N) 2 a 1 2
k N8=1IekI
Let l' -be the space CN-1 with the norm - and let h' be the same space
with the norm lyl, = 16,2Y . Now we introduce the interpolation operator
iN : ;2 -+ L 2 [0, a] and the restriction operator N : L 2[0, a] ->2
iNeN Ek(x),
eN) ifk=1,...,N-1
iNEk(x) = k i{ 0 otherwise.
We split the segment [0, a] into N equal parts by the points 0 = x0 <
X1 < .. < XN = a; Xi = ja/N. Then iN is the operator of trigonometrical
interpolation of the values at xi; jN = rNPN, where PN is the ortho-projector
onto the space spanned by E1,..., EN-1 and
rNG = (G(a/N),... , G((N - 1)a/N)).
First of all we notice that the norms of iN and iN as operators which map h'
into H8 and H. onto h' correspondingly are bounded by constants which do
not depend on N because
Ak (7rk/2N) 2 <2
- \(N) sin 2 (7rk/2N) - 4 '
Consider the finite-dimensional operator
TN = iNTNfNjN : L 2 [0,a] -+ L 2 [0,a].
So the convergence of TN to T = A0 lF in the space L' of nuclear operators
implies the assertion of the lemma, see [7]. We split the proof of convergence
into the following steps. The operators
(i) TN are uniformly bounded in the space C(L2 , H:) of linear operators
L2 - H.
(ii) TN -> T in the space C, (L 2 , L 2) with the strong topology. Let 4 be
a trigonometrical polynomial. Then
TN4 - T4 = iNO 1 [fNjN - jNF(x)]4 + iNOTV'jN(I - Pk)F(x)4
+ (iNbj 1jN - Aj 1 )PkF(x)4 - A0 (I - Pk)F(x)4'. (5.1)
The second and the fourth terms on the right-hand side of (5.1) converge
to 0 uniformly with respect to N when k -+ oo. Operators (iNbT'ljN -
A )Pk have orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions E3 (x). The corresponding
eigenvalues are equal to
a2/(4N 2 sin 2 (rj/2N)) - a2/(ir2j 2 ) -+ 0 if j < k - 1 and
0 otherwise;
therefore the third term in (5.1) converges to 0 when N -+ oo and k is fixed.
Let
[fNrN - rNF(x)]4(x) = (y(N), yN)
Then
y(N) = #F((j - 1)a/N)4((j - 1)a/N) + r 14((j - 1)a/N)
+ aF(ja/N)4(ja/N) + r 4q(ja/N) + F(ja/N)4((j + 1)a/N)
+ rj$14((j + 1)a/N) - F(ja/N)4(ja/N)
and
lim max 1y(N)I =N-+oo j
Thus I (fNrN - rNF)| -+ 0 in lN. Further, (rN - jN)F4 -+ 0 when N -+ oo
and rN4 = jN if N is sufficiently large. So the first term on the right-hand
side of (5.1) converges to 0 when N -+ oo. Combining the results above
we obtain that TN4 -- TO4. The set {TN} is bounded and trigonometrical
polynomials are dense in L2 ; hence TN -+ T in strong topology.
(iii) TN -+ T in the space £(L 2 , H.), by virtue of (i), (ii) and the Banach-
Steinhaus theorem.
(iv) TN -+ T in the space C(H., H.), s > 0 by virtue of (iii) and com-
pactness of the embedding H. <-+ L2.
The space (H:, H2) belongs to E1(H3) when s < 1, see [3]. Hence
TN--+ T in 1,(H.): 0 < s< 1.
0
Lemma 5.3. Let F(x) E C 2 [0,a] and let A(x) be the solution of the
equation
A"(x) = F(x)A(x)
with the boundary conditions
A(a) = 0, A'(a) = -k/a,
where A(N), V = 0, 1,..., N, N = 2,3,..., satisfies the difference equation
2A (N) + A ) =F((N-v)aA,- N
with
Then
Proof. Let
A(N) 0N) k/N.
A(0) = lim A .
N-.oo
R(N) AN) - A((N - v)a/N)
and
Then
and
CYN) = R (N) - R (.
N 2 (N N () N - v)aN
(R N - 2R N) + RN) F( )R(N) + b(N)
( C(N)) = F((N va)CN) + b(N)
a=1
with N) -0 N) - CN) + O(N- 3 ) and b(N) = O(N- 2 ) uniformly with
respect to nu. Clearly, C) are bounded by the solution of the equation (5.2)
with F((N - v)a/N), b(N) and C N) replaced by C1 = sup IF(x)I, C2/N 2 and
C3 /N 3 , respectively. Hence R(N) are bounded by the solution of the following
difference equation
N 2 (r N) - 2 r(N) + r (N) = Cr(N)+ (N) (N) = 3
a2 +1 11 V- V N2  r0 , 1  -N 2
The general solution of this equation is
r (N) _ 2 + C(N)[A (N)] (N) (N)
with A(N) = 1 i C4 /N + --- and \(_)A\N)
conditions
= 1. According to the initial
a(N)A(N) (N)A() = C3/N2.
N 2 (N)
a2 AV+1
(5.2)
a (N) + #(N) = C5/N 2,
-I
Hence -
(C3A(N))/N3 - C5/N2
a(N) _ + = (N) -
[A(N)]2_ N
Therefore,
r(N) <5 +C6(1+0C71N)N<CS
N N2  N N
and
-) = 0(1/N).
0
Proposition 5.4. Let F(x) E C2 [0, a] and let A(x) be the solution of the
equation
A"(x) = F(x)A(x) (5.3)
with the boundary conditions
A(a) = 0, A'(a) = -1/a.
Then
det(I + A-\1F) = A(0).
Proof. Let
fN = diag(F(a/N),..., F((N - 1)a/N))
be the diagonal matrix. By Lemma 5.2
det(I+ A- 1 F) = im det(I+ by'fN)
N-+oo
- 2 -1 ... 0
= i -1 2 ... 0
N --+oo 
. .
.. 
.. 
. ..* *
L0 0 ... 0
d 2+ a2F(a/N)N2 -1 ... 0
-1..
- det ... ... ... ...
0 -1
0... -1 2 + a2F((n - 1)a/N)/N2
= lim N-1 det DN.
N-ioo
We have used the relation
det
which can be proved easily.
By elementary transformations
V1 -1
0 V2
0 0
with
a2F(ja/N)
v= 2 + N 2
the matrix DN can be transformed into
0 ... 0
-1 .. 0
0 ... VN-1
1
v..1 7 v1 = 2 + aF(a/N)N2 .
Our aim is to find N-v ... VN-1. Let
N-'VN- -- VN-1 = A (N)vN + BN);
(5.4)
N) = N-1, B(N) 0
It follows from (5.4) that
(N2/a2 )( A- 2 A(N) + Av_1(N))
A(N) =
= F((N -v)a/N)A
1(N) = 1/N.
The value of
N- 1 det DN = A (Nv1 + BN AN)
converges to A(O) when N -> oo by Lemma 5.3. The proposition is proved.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The operator A- 1F belongs to the trace class.
Thus, by Proposition 4.2 (see also Theorem 4.3 with the Corollary)
det S = det A0 - det(I + AO'F).
Note that
(a.(z) = (r/a)-2'((2z)
2
-1
0
-1
2
0
0
0 N
2
and
det Ao = a_-2oC') = 2a7
where ((z) is the Riemann's C-function. Therefore,
detS = -2A'(0)
where A(x) is the solution of (5.3).
After the substitution F(x) -i F(a - x) (this substitution does not
change the determinant) we get the expression for det S in the form of The-
orem 5.1.
0
Remark. We can explain why the constant 2 appears in Theorem 5.1.
Let D(A) be the determinant of the operator
-d 2/dX 2 + F(x) - A
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The function D(A) vanishes when A is
an eigenvalue of S. So does the function -D1(A) = B(a, A) where B(x, A) is
the solution of
B"(x, A) = (F(x) - A)B(x, A)
with the initial data
B(0, A) = 0, B'(0, A) = 1.
So Do(A)/D1(A) is a non-vanishing entire function. Let us assume that
Do(A)/D1(A) = const and this constant is independent of F;
D(A) = cB(a, A).
Consider the case F(x) =0. Then
B(a, -A) = sinh avX
and
log B(a, -A) =avX- -log A - log 2+ o(1), A -+ oo.
On the other hand Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.2 imply that the constant
term in the asymptotics of D(A), A --+ oo, equals 0. Hence c = 2.
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